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Abstract: This research brings out a risk assessment model by selecting certain critical pitfalls related to the
implementation phase of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) in Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs). The
model can be used to predict the impact of risk that will lead to the failure of ERP implementation. This paper
is a part of the continuing research in assessing the ERP decisions for SMEs which involved five phases
namely planning, acquisition, implementation, usage & percolation and extension. SMEs are subject to ERP
implementation risks. These risks have been identified based on extensively referring to earlier research and the
associated components for preparing the assessment model are defined. Formulation of rules for risk
assessment is based on the concept and application of Fuzzy Petri Nets (FPN). Then the model is developed
as a tool using the visual basic application. This paper attempts to use FPN due to the simple and efficient
ability to quantitatively evaluate the risks inherent in the implementation phase of ERP adoption by SMEs.
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SME segment. Most of these units are still using manual
processes and spreadsheets based IT enablement in their
core business processes. While the ERP market is
saturated for larger organizations, it is still sunrise for their
smaller counterparts. The upshot is that a growing
number of SMEs are willing to adopt ERP. Here
willingness to adopt is twofold, namely the SMEs has
accepted the significance of central creation and mutual
sharing of operational data for ensuring intraorganizational efficiency and clarity of information flow.
The other reason is that the large corporations are now
looking at extending the integration of business process
with SMEs for which standardization is the key. SMEs
will need double-decker integration in the long-run.
Double-decker integration comprises at the first deck the
ERP solution to seamlessly integrate the core business
processes in order to ensure timely, accurate and
transparent information across intra-organizational
processes in the short run and in the second deck extend
such integration to inter-organizational processes with
their larger counterparts. The business relationship
between the large corporations and SMEs exhibits one of

Implementation of information technology and
adoption of enterprise system into the operational routine
has been one of the key drivers of sustainability and
growth of the organization from the recent past.
Irrespective of the size and nature the impact of
internationalization and commercialization has rendered
the role of enterprise system as mandatory requirements
in organizations. The dawn of the millennium has seen the
metamorphosis of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
from a geographical, industry vertical and adoption
perspective. The developing countries in particular are
witnessing not only the steady but steep growth of ERP
market during the last decade and in particular the horizon
of ERP application has broadened to encompass even the
Small and Medium Enterprises (SMEs) [1,2]. The large
corporations churning out billions of dollars are already
outfitted with the state-of-the-art information technology
enablers that are positioned to streamline, integrate and
optimize business operations. On the contrary such
enablement of information technology is very low in the
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the highest levels of mutuality between the supplier
(SMEs) and the customer (large companies). Hence there
is a real need for the SMEs to get prepared to meet and
accept the extension.
SMEs implementing ERP makes significant efforts in
terms of investments in time, resources and capital.
The implementation results in significant process changes
and ROI can be comprehended in terms of the benefits
that the company can produce. The improved business
processes in post implementation stage are proven to
increase the company’s ability to gain financial
performance [3]. But there are several issues and
challenges faced by SMEs in their attempt to narrow
down the gap between their operations and ERP.
Implementing ERP is a very capital intensive investment
for which there was no certain return on investment [4].
Extreme examples of failure, abandonment of projects,
huge cost of migration of the system and related bitter
experiences have not spared even larger global
companies. According to a study the probability of ERP
failure ranged from 40 to 60 percent and another study
identified the failure rate between 60 to 90 percent [5,6].
Many researchers in the past have also analyzed that ERP
implementation could fail due to various internal and
external factors affecting the organization’s very existence
[7-9]. It is even more complicated and challenging for
SMEs to implement ERP because of their limitation
to expertise, scope, ERP availability options, finance
(both investment and costs) are vulnerable to various
risks that can lead to failure par irrevocable in nature [10].
The SMEs are inherent with certain genetic
limitations in SMEs such as a low capital base, limited
generation of surplus funds for re-investment due to tight
working capital cycle, lack of awareness of business
opportunities, inadequate exposure to the international
environment, limited geographical diversity of markets,
outdated technology and inadequate infrastructure
facilities. ERP projects have often found to be complex
and risky and many reasons contribute to its success or
failure. In the past there have been alarming stories of
failure or abandonment of the whole ERP project leading
to irrevocable losses to large corporations. The Chaos
Report of 2009 revealed that successful projects
(completed on time, budget and scope) constituted only
32% of all projects succeeding, while 44% were
challenged (overruns on time cost and scope) and 24%
failed (cancelled prior to completion or delivered and
never used). These numbers denoted that there has been
a diminution in the success rates when compared with the
earlier study. It is quite discouraging to note that the 2009

figures represented the highest failure rate since 2000 [11].
One of the main reasons found were related to the
inadequacy or absence of risk management practices in
ERP project.
We found that in the current literature few research
studies mention about the risks involved in ERP projects
with specific reference to SMEs. Hence there is a strong
need for developing a simple and robust quantitative
assessment framework and also to build and implement it
to measure the risks inherent in ERP Adoption Projects.
This paper is an attempt to develop a risk assessment
model using Fuzzy Petri-Net so as to enable the SMEs to
assess and validate the impact of risk in the ERP
implementation phase. The paper is divided into four
sections. The second section covers the review of
literature to reinforce the need for risk assessment in ERP
Implementation projects. The third section introduces the
concept and reasoning of Fuzzy Petri-Net (FPN) as a
model for evaluating and predicting the identified hazards.
Part four explains the development of visual basic
application tool for incorporating the FPN rules for
assessing the risk identified and its findings. The final
segment is about the future scope of employment and
determination.
Literature Review: ERP Implementation is a complex and
costly process for SMEs and serious lessons of failure
have always reinforced the caveats of ERP. Quite a
number of researches have also underscored the need for
defining and evaluating the Critical Failure Factors (CFFs)
over and above the Critical Success Factors (CSFs). As a
strategic IT initiative, ERP can have long term and
irreversible implication on the SME. It is very imperative
that the underlying risk at every phase of the ERP
Adoption life cycle is carefully considered and evaluated.
Though considerable research literature exists for risk
assessment of the SMEs fewer number of research
content is found with the use of Petri-net, specifically
Fuzzy Petri-Net (FPN) approach for risk prediction.
A conceptual model using FPN was developed for ERP
failure prediction in SMEs by preparing a two-tier
structure comprising of risks and risk factors. These
factors modeled using the fuzzy evaluation algorithm to
quantify the risks contributing during the planning stage
of ERP adoption in SMEs [12]. To reduce the ambiguities
and uncertainties inherent in qualitative data analysis
fuzzy theories of were used to identify ERP critical
success factors. Fuzzy Analytical Hierarchy Process
(FAHP) was used to evaluate and prioritize critical
success factors of ERP [13]. The Fuzzy Analytic Network
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Process was used to develop a framework to assess the
organizational preparation for ERP implementation which
included three types of readiness namely project
management, organizational and change management [14].
A FPN based evaluation process for ERP implementation
was proposed to emphasize the human-related critical
factors that impacted ERP implementation. The evaluation
indexes were divided into superior and inferior index and
coded. The codes used the evaluation algorithm to
quantitatively measure ERP implementation risks [15].
Another FPN based model was developed to identify the
risks and risk factors during the ERP acquisition phase
comprising of factors relating to vendor, product and
consultant selection. The model was explained with an
example of how FPN rule based algorithm can be used to
assess whether a factor will or will not contribute to the
dangers inherent in the learning stage of ERP adoption in
SMEs [12]. The concept of failure analysis was studied in
order to improve the system reliability. An interesting
approach to sequential failure analysis in a manufacturing
environment was proposed by the application of fuzzy
logic based Petri nets. Risky attributes of the system were
tracked using FPN and then prioritized based on the
criticality so as to perform corrective actions [16]. It is
very imperative for organizations to meticulously manage
their homework relating to identifying, defining and
quantifying the risk during ERP Implementation. While
larger corporations are not spared of implementation
failure it is really likely that SMEs is totally vulnerable to
failure if proper risk assessment practices are not in place.
The identification and assessment of risk in projects
relating to Information/Enterprise systems has been a
topic of immense interest to both researchers and
practitioners. A theoretical account of risks and controls
was broken by placing certain key risk factors for
business, technology and organizational perspectives and
controls were prescribed for mitigating those risks [17].
Seven groups of critical failure factors for ERP were
identified namely vendor and consultant, human
resources, management, project management, processes,
organizational and technical [18]. The success rate of ERP
implementation had been less than 30% and the main
reason for failure was found to be poor management of
the implementation of ERP [19].
Produced by Carl Adam Petri in his Ph.D thesis way
back in 1962, Petri nets can be articulated as a tool for
systems study and modeling. Aside from being a
mathematical representation, Petri net is also a visual or
graphical representation of a system. The Petri net model
is primarily used to understand the structure and

behaviour of a modeled system for improvements. The
two main concepts of Petri nets are events and
conditions. The activities that occur in an organization are
called events which are state of the system dependent.
The states are explained by conditions which can be read
as a logical description of the province which is true or
false. Hence the events are conditioned dependent and an
event’s happening results in the state being true which is
called as post-term. Parallel happenings are said to be
independent of each other. Though a wide variety of
systems modelling are done through Petri nets, it basic
characteristics are confined only to either of the two
outcomes of a state. If in a scenario if the results cannot
be precisely one of the two, or so to say if there is an
element of uncertainty and inaccuracy in the prediction of
the outcome the classical Petri nets will have to be
improvised.
The improvisation of the use of Petri nets in the
context of vagueness is enabled through the concept of
Fuzzy logic. Fuzzy logic was introduced by Lotfi A. Zadeh
in the mid 1960s based on his work on Fuzzy sets [20],
which is used to model vague, inaccurate or ill-defined
systems. In other words fuzzy logic can be used to model
the human way of reasoning when the respondents are
uncertain and imprecise while responding. Fuzzy logic can
be used on all the four objects of Petri nets namely
transitions, tokens, arcs and places. A fuzzy transition
may correspond to an ‘if-then’ production rule and is
realized by truth values such as fuzzy inference
algorithms. In fuzzy logic the token in the standard Petri
net can have a linguistic variable, e.g. if a response from
a respondent is interpreted as a linguistic variable then its
term set can be T (responses) = {strongly agree to
strongly disagree}. A fuzzy place has a predicate or
property associated with it. A token in that spot is
identified by that property and a level which it possesses
that attribute. The required value of a corresponding input
token may be influenced by a fuzzy arc. The generalized
form of Petri nets is a fuzzy Petri net and is appropriate
when modeling a process in an imprecise environment
which lack well-defined measurements [21].
The Fuzzy Petri-Net Model for Risk Prediction in ERP
Adoption for SMEs: In this paper we have taken in an
effort to use FPN model the respondent’s perception
about a risk factor towards the ‘contribution’ or ‘no
contribution’ to a particular risk and in turn predict the
impact of that risk on the implementation phase of ERP in
SMEs. From the proposed fuzzy Petri Net model the
following definitions have been derived.
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Fuzzy Petri Net: This represents fuzzy production rules
of a rule-based system. It contains two types of node;
places and transitions wherein circle represented place
and the bar represents transitions. Each situation may or
may not contain token associated with a truth value
between 0 and 1. The transition has a certainty factor
associated between 0 and 1 and directed arcs connect
places to transition.

Fig. 1A

Definition and symbols….
A fuzzy Petri net structure can be defined as an 8-tuple
FPN = (P,T,D,I,O,f, , )
Where
P= {p1, p2,… pn} is a finite set of places
T= {t1, t2,…, tm} is a finite set of transitions
D={d1,d2,….dn} is a finite set of propositions
P T D= , |P|=|D|,
I: T P8 is the input function, a mapping from
transitions to bags of places,
O: T P8 is the output function, a mapping from
transitions to bags of places,
F: T [0,1] is an association function, a mapping from
transitions to real values between 0 and 1
: P> [0,1] is an association function, a mapping of
places to real values between 0 and 1
: P>D is an association function, an objective
mapping of places to propositions

Fig. 1B

Fig. 2 A

Fuzzy Production Rule: It explains the fuzzy relationship
between two propositions.
If dj1 or dj2 ….. djn then dk (C.F = µ I ). This rule type is
modeled in fuzzy Petri-net Figure 1A and the fuzzy
reasoning process of this type of rule is modeled in Figure
1B.
If dj1 and dj2 ….. djn then dk (C.F = µ I ). This rule
type is modeled on fuzzy Petri Net Figure 2A and the
fuzzy reasoning process of this type of rule is modeled in
Figure 2B.
From amongst the five distinct phases of ERP
Adoption namely planning, acquisition, implementation,
usage and extension, the scope of this paper is
limited exclusively to the implementation phase of the
ERP. The centre of gravity of ERP adoption by SMEs is
contained
in
the
implementation
decisions.
Implementation decisions spell out the success or
failure of the ERP and should be capable of bridging the
gap between the business expectation and the ERP

Fig. 2 B
deliverables. It is a common myth in SMEs that ERP
implementation issues revolve around a set of connected
computers, while in reality it is a person related, business
initiative. As a result, many enterprises have always
resisted to or have failed to implement and use ERP [22].
A set of eleven risks has been identified in this phase and
certain attributes or risk factors have been defined for
each of the risks is presented in Table 1.
ERP Failure Prediction Model: The fuzzy Petri Net based
model is explained below.
At the place P0 d0 is the risk of failure in the
Implementation Phase of ERP Adoption.
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Table 1: Lists of the risk and its attributes (risk factors)
S. No.

Risk

1

Unrealistic budgets and schedules

Symbol
I1

No clarity on the implementation road map
Stakeholders not consulted while planning
No clarity on budgeting for ERP Costs
No support from Top Management for financing.

i11
i12
i13
i14

2

Antagonistic attitudes and people clashes

I2

Role conflicts, no clarity on Project Owner's role
Over dependence on external consultant since no internal expertise.
Less delegation of authority to Project Owner

i 21
i22
i23

3

Inadequate project management

I3

Confusion over the formation of the core-team
Interdepartmental rivalries
No clear-cut performance monitoring and evaluation mechanisms

i31
i32
i33

4

Inefficient ERP Project Leadership

I4

Lack of clarity and knowledge in identifying and prioritizing
Wrong selection of people as process owners to support
implementation

i 41

5

Lack of an effective implementation strategy I5

Unclear about the utility of the existing IT application
Migration problems and data-format mismatch
Imbalance between configuration and customization.

i51
i52
i53

6

Mismatch and changes in requirements

I6

Poor study on organizational and business requirements
Poor quality of testing
Mismatch between functional expertise and project expertise

i61
i62
i63

7

Insufficient user involvement

I7

Irregular involvement of process owners
Nonparticipation by selected users

i71
i72

8

Change in project scope

I8

No gap analysis
Inadequate BPR
Unplanned changes in scope of the project

i81
i82
i83

9

Insufficient and inefficient training

I9

Improper training calendar (With reference to time, user-group and duration)
The trained resource is incapable of giving transitional training resulting
in increased dependence of implementation partner or consultant.
Non/less participation by users during training

i 91

`

Risk Factors

Symbol

i42

i92
i93

10

Lack of Documentation

I10

No documentation policy in place
No documentation support to kernel-team resulting in over-burden.
Too much information or too little information to users in reference manuals

i101
i102
i 103

11

Project Failure

I11

Cost and Time overruns
No clarity on ROI from ERP Investment

i111
i112

At place Pi (i = 1, 2…..11). Di represents Risks identified
that are associated with the Implementation Phase. These
factors will collectively lead to validate the risks of failure.
At place pij (i = 1, 2…..11), (j = 1, 2…..n), dij represent
the risk factor and n represents the number of risk factors
identified to explain the risks.
At place pijk (i = 1, 2…..11), (j = 1, 2…..n) (k = 1, 2…..m)
where dijk represents the responses (choices) for a risk
factor viz. strongly agree(SA), agree (A), disagree (D) and
strongly disagree (SD) and m represents the number of
choices (here 4 choices) for recording the response to a
risk factor. SA and A are defined as negative which
implies that they will contribute/lead to risk while D and
SD are defined as positive because they will not
contribute/lead to risk in this paper.
Dijk (I = 1, 2….. 11), (j = 1, 2….. n) (k = 1, 2….. m) where
d represents the percentage of responses (Ratio of
number of responses to an option to the total responses

recorded for all the options). If the percentage of
responses are evenly spread in all the four options namely
SA, A, D & SD or if the sum of the response proportion of
negative and positive options is equal (SA+A) = (D+SD)
then that factor may or may not contribute towards risk.
If for a risk factor, the proportion of responses in SA and
A is greater than D & SD, then that element will contribute
towards risk and vice versa.
µi (i = 1, 2…..9) represents the certainty factor, µ i ª [0,
1] that is the strength of the belief in the rule.
T1 (i = 1, 2…..9) represents the transition from input
place to output place.
µij (i = 1, 2….9), (j = 1, 2…..n) where µ represents the
certainty factor of the responses to fire a risk factor. In
this study, for illustration purpose 9 (as a proportion 0.9)
is fixed throughout, because it is assumed that the
respondents are well informed and are fully cognizant
of the context and their reactions can be extremely
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Fig. 3: Pictorial Representation of FPN
reliable. Using the notations and algorithm the
pictorial representation of the FPN model is presented in
Figure 3.
In the subsequent paragraphs we present the
quantitative analysis based on the inter-related
components namely the risk, risk factors and responses of
the FPN.
In the implementation phase of ERP adoption (I0), the
risk called unrealistic schedules and budgets [23] (I1) is
explained by means of four risk factors namely no clarity
on the implementation roadmap [24] (d11), stakeholders

not consulted during implementation planning [25] (d12),
no clarity on the budgeting for ERP costs, (d 13) and lack
of top management support for financing [3], (d14). The
values for predicting the risk is based on the responses
which range from strongly agree to strongly disagree
(d111…. d114) given by the respondents. For example for d 11
if 30% of the respondents say strongly agree then the
value of d 111 is 0.3, 50% of respondents say agree then the
value of d112 is 0.5, 10% of the respondents say disagree
then the value of d113 is 0.10 and 10% of the respondents
strongly disagree, then the value of d114 is 0.10. The
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durability of responses or truth value is denoted by µ, the
value of which is the weight assigned based on the
reliability of the responses. For example if µ11 is
assigned a value of 0.9 then it implies a high degree of
dependability of responses. Then the value y11 is the
maximumof (0.3*0.9), (0.5*0.9), (0.15*0.9), (0.05*0.9) which
is 0.45. This value of 0.45 is arrived from the response
option Agree (A). As stated earlier, since SA and A
denotes negative it means that no clarity on the
implementation roadmap (d11) is one of the decisive
factors leading to risk of Unrealistic Schedules and
Budget (I1). Similarly the values of all the other three risk
factors can be arrived based on the proportion of
responses. Then the maximum of the balance-of-response
values multiplied by their respective µ values will
determine whether a risk factor would contribute to the
risk or otherwise.
Antagonistic attitudes and People clashes [26], (I2) is
attributed through three risk factors namely role conflict
and no clarity on the project owner’s role [27] (d21), over
dependence on external consultant [26, 28], (d22) and less
delegation of authority to project owner [29] (d23).
Through the responses ranging from strongly agree to
strongly disagree (d211…. d214) we can predict the value of
risk factors. For instance, in d21 30% of the respondents
agree then the value of d211 is 0.3 and 70% of the
respondents strongly disagreeing then the value of d214 is
0.7. If µ21 is assigned a value of 0.9 then value y21 is the
greater of (0.3*9) and (0.7*0.9) which is 0.63. The value of
0.63 is the highest and it is arrived from option SD. As
defined earlier, SD is positive which denotes that role
conflict and no clarity on the project owner’s role (d21)
will not contribute to risk of Antagonistic attitudes and
People clashes (I2). Similarly the value of other risk factors
d22 and d23 can be arrived based on the proportion of
responses. Then the maximum of the balance-of-response
values multiplied by µ22 and µ23 values respectively will
determine whether d22 and d23 will contribute or will also
not contribute to the risk.
Inadequate Project Management [30]is backed with
three risk factors namely confusion over the core team
formation [30] (d31), interdepartmental rivalries [31] (d32)
and no clarity on performance monitoring and evaluation
[23] (d33). Based on respondents’ perceptions ranging
from strongly agree to strongly disagree (d311…. d314) we
can arrive at the value of risk factors. Say for example for
d31 if 20% of respondents strongly agree the value of d311
is 0.2, 75% of them agree then value of d312 is 0.75 and 5%
of them strongly disagree the value of d313 is 0.05. µ31
value is assigned in 0.9 then the value of y31 will be the

maximum of (0.2*0.9), (0.75*0.9) and (0.05*0.9) which is
0.68. The value of 0.68 is arrived out of the response
option agree hence it can be inferred that the risk factor
confusion over the core team formation (d31) will
contribute to the risk of Inadequate Project Management
(I3). Similarly, maximum value of y32 and y33 of other two
risk factors d32 and d33 is calculated as a product of
proportion-of-responses value and µ32, µ33, to decide the
positive or negative perspectives. This position will
determine whether these risk factors will lead to or not
lead to the risk.
Ineffective ERP Project Leadership [26,30, 32] (I 4) is
defined through lack of clarity in identifying and
prioritizing tasks [33] (d 41) and wrong selection of people
as process owners to support implementation [34] (d 42).
The values of the risk factors can be arrived from the
responses ranging from strongly agree to strongly
disagree (d411…. d414). For d42, if the answers are equally
spread across all the options, that is 25% in each of the
four choices, then that element will not be taken into
consideration for determination of risk. In the same way
the value of other risk factor d41 can be calculated on the
basis of response proportion. The value of y41 will be the
maximum of proportion-of-responses and µ 41 of 0.9 of that
risk factor. The negative or positive attribute as defined
earlier will determine whether the factor would contribute
to the risk (I4) or otherwise.
Lack of an Effective Implementation Strategy [35] (I5)
is supported by three risk factors namely unclear about
the utility of the existing IT application [36,37] (d 51),
migration problems and data format mismatch (d52) and
imbalance between configuration and customization [23]
(d53). The risk-factors values can be arrived from the given
range of responses from strongly agree to strongly
disagree (d511…. d514). For d51 for example if 80% of the
respondents strongly agree its value is 0.8 while 20%
agree the value is 0.2. The value of µ 51 being 0.9 the value
of y51 will be the maximum of (0.8*0.9) and (0.2*0.9) which
is 0.72. In this outcome since 0.72 is arrived out of
negative attribute of responses namely strongly agree this
risk factor will contribute towards the risk (I5). Suppose if
same assumptions are made for risk factor (d52) 20% of the
respondents strongly agree, 20% of the respondents
agree, 50% of the respondents disagree and 10% of
respondents strongly disagree then their values would be
0.2, 0.2, 0.5 & 0.1 respectively. µ 52 being 0.9 the value of
y52 will be the maximum of (0.2*0.9), (0.2*0.9), (0.5*0.9) and
(0.1*0.9) which is 0.45. Since the maximum value is based
on a positive attribute of responses namely disagree this
risk factor will not contribute to the risk (I5).
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Mismatch and changes in requirements [38] (I6) is
underpinned by three risk factors namely poor study
about organizational and job requirements [26,39] (d61),
poor quality of testing [40] (d62) and mismatch between
functional expertise and project expertise [19,41] (d63).
The values of these two risk factors are based on
responses that range from strongly agree to strongly
disagree (d611…. d614). For example in d61 if it is assumed
that 60% of the respondents strongly agree while 40%
agree then their values would be 0.6 and 0.4 respectively.
The µ61 being 0.9 the value of y61 is the greater of (0.6*0.9)
and (0.4*0.9) which is 0.54. In this risk factor, since 100%
of the responses are distributed between the negative
attributes of strongly agree and agree, irrespective of
such proportion of distribution this risk factor will
contribute to the risk (I6). Similarly, the value of other risk
factor d62 will be computed on the basis of response
proportion. The value of y62 will be the maximum of
proportion-of-responses and µ62 of 0.9 of that risk factor.
Accordingly, based on negative or positive attribute as
defined earlier the risk factor will contribute to or not
contribute to the risk (I6).
Insufficient User Involvement [42,43] (I7) is explained
by means of two risk factors namely the irregular
involvement of process owners [25] (d71) and nonparticipation by selected users [44-46] (d72). Based on
respondents’ perceptions ranging from strongly agree to
strongly disagree (d711…. d714) we can arrive at the value
of risk factors. Say for example for d71 if 30% of
respondents strongly agree the value of d 711 is 0.3, 60% of
them agree then value of d712 is 0.60 and 10% of them
disagree the value of d713 is 0.05. The µ71 being 0.9 the
value of y71 will be the maximum of (0.3*0.9), (0.60*0.9)
and (0.10*0.9) which is 0.54. The value of 0.54 is arrived
out of the response option agree hence it can be deduced
that the risk factor irregular involvement of process
owners (d71) will contribute to the risk of Insufficient User
Involvement (I7). Likewise, the maximum value of y72 can
be computed as a product of proportion-of-responses
value to determine the positive or negative perspectives.
This perspective will determine whether the risk factors
will contribute to or not contribute to the risk.
Change in Project Scope [19,45,47], (I8) is supported
by three risk factors namely no gap analysis [48,49] (d81),
inadequate business process reengineering [39,50] (d82)
and unplanned changes in project scope [51] (d83). The
values of these two risk factors are based on responses
that range from strongly agree to strongly disagree
(d811…. d814). For example in d81 if it is assumed that 70%
of the respondents strongly disagree while 30% disagree

then their values would be 0.6 and 0.4 respectively.
The µ81 being 0.9 the value of y81 is the greater of (0.7*0.9)
and (0.3*0.9) which is 0.63. In this risk factor, since 100%
of the responses are distributed between the positive
attributes of strongly disagree and disagree, irrespective
of such proportion of distribution this risk factor will not
contribute to the risk (I8). Similarly, the value of other risk
factor d82 and d83 will be computed on the basis of
response proportion. The value of y82 and y83 will be the
maximum of proportion-of-responses and µ 82, µ83 of 0.9 of
that risk factor. Accordingly, based on negative or
positive attribute as defined earlier the risk factor will
contribute to or not contribute to the risk (I8).
Insufficient and inefficient training [52,53] (I9) is
backed with three risk factors namely improper training
calendar [48,54] (d91), trained resource incapable of giving
transitional training [55] (d92) and none/less participation
by users during training [50,56], (d93). Based on
respondents’ perceptions ranging from strongly agree to
strongly disagree (d911…. d914) we can arrive at the value
of risk factors. Say for example for d 91 if 20% of
respondents strongly agree the value of d 911 is 0.2, 75% of
them agree then value of d912 is 0.75 and 5% of them
strongly disagree the value of d913 is 0.05. µ91 value is
assigned at 0.9 then the value of y91 will be the maximum
of (0.2*0.9), (0.75*0.9) and (0.05*0.9) which is 0.68. The
value of 0.68 is arrived out of the response option agree
hence it can be deduced that the risk factor improper
training calendar (d91) will contribute to the risk of
Insufficient and inefficient training (I9). Similarly, maximum
value of y92 and y93 of other two risk factors d92 and d93 is
calculated as a product of proportion-of-responses value
and µ92, µ93, to decide the positive or negative
perspectives. This position will determine whether these
risk factors will lead to or not lead to the risk.
Lack of Documentation [50] (I10) is attributed through
three risk factors namely no document policy in place
(d 101), no documented support to kernel-team resulting in
over-burden (d102) and too much or too little information
to users in reference manuals [57] (d103). Through the
responses ranging from strongly agree to strongly
disagree (d1011…. d1014) we can predict the value of risk
factors. For instance, in d 101 30% of the respondents agree
then the value of d 1011 is 0.3 and 70% of the respondents
strongly disagreeing then the value of d 1014 is 0.7. If µ 101 is
assigned a value of 0.9 then value y101 is the greater of
(0.3*9) and (0.7*0.9) which is 0.63. The value of 0.63 is the
maximum and it is arrived from option SD. Hence it
denotes that no document policy in place (d101) will not
lead to risk due to lack of documentation (I10). Similarly the
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value of other risk factors d102 and d103 can be arrived
based on the proportion of responses. Then the maximum
of the balance-of-response values multiplied by µ102 and
µ103 values respectively will determine whether d102 and
d103 will contribute or will also not contribute to the risk.
Project Failure [40] (I11) is defined through cost and
time overruns [24] (d111) and no clarity on RoI from ERP
investment [3] [25], (d112). The values of the risk factors
can be arrived from the responses ranging from strongly
agree to strongly disagree (d1111…. d1114). For d112, if the
answers are equally spread across all the options, that is
25% in each of the four choices, then that element will not
be taken into consideration for determination of risk. In
the same way the value of other risk factor d111 can be
calculated on the basis of response proportion. The value
of y111 will be the maximum of proportion-of-responses
and µ111 of 0.9 of that risk factor. The negative or positive
attribute as defined earlier will determine whether the
factor would contribute to the risk (I11) or otherwise.
In the second phase, an evaluation for each of the
eleven risks identified in the implementation stage will be
determined by taking into consideration the values of risk
factors as given in the Table 2 given below.
While evaluating the values of the risk factor only
negative perspectives of responses namely Strongly
Agree and Agree will be considered for contributing
towards risk. All these values will contribute towards the
risk identified in the implementation stage of ERP
Adoption. In other words, the lowest value amongst the
risk factors will determine the minimum amount of risk in
the planning phase of ERP Adoption. In the above
analysis various scenarios are explained to illustrate the

Table 2: Values of the risk attributes (risk factors)
S. No. Risk Symbol Risk Factor Risk Values Factor
+ / -**
1
P1
i11
y11
0.45
i12
y12
i13
y13
i14
y14
2
P2
i21
y21
0.63
+
i22
y22
i23
y23
3
P3
i31
y31
0.68
i32
y32
i33
y33
4
P4
i41
y41
NA
NA
i42
y42
5
P5
i51
y51
0.72
i52
y52
0.45
+
i53
y53
6
P6
i61
y61
0.54
i62
y62
i63
y63
7
P7
i71
y71
0.54
i72
y72
8
P8
i81
y81
0.63
+
i82
y82
i83
y83
9
P9
i91
y91
0.68
i92
y92
i93
y93
10
P10
i101
y101
0.63
+
i102
y102
i103
y103
11
P11
i111
y111
NA
NA
i112
y112
*Responses spread evenly throughout the given response-options
** Negative denotes that the responses relating to SA and/or A is greater
than SD and/or D and hence will contribute towards risk. While positive
denotes responses relating to SD and D that will not contribute to the risk.
Y values with negative perspectives only will be considered for risk
measurement.

Fig. 4:
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